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INTRODUCTION
For 8 years, I have been developing my skills and ability to plan and
undertake expeditions. My most recent expedition was a 5-week solo
kayak into the Femundsmarka / Rogen National Parks, a remote part of
central Norway/Sweden in which I learnt a great deal to prepare me for
this venture. The Femundsmarka expedition was designed as a preliminary
to a much larger expedition to take place in Canada. This has led to the
planning of a 41/2 month voyage to take place in 2012. I travelled to
Canada from England- during 2010 to work with the Sawridge Inn and
Conference Centre in Jasper, Alberta, and to familiarise myself with the terrain and to the gain the
additional experience necessary to undertake an expedition through the Canadian Wilderness.
Over the past year, Vicki and I have developed the first stage of a 3-section, 5-year plan which
encompasses canoeing across Canada heading North, West and East. Each section of this journey will
begin from the Great Divide situated in Jasper and Banff National Parks. The Great Divide, or Continental
Divide of the Americas as it is also known, is where the water draining from the glaciers in the Rocky
Mountains flows to all 3 oceans surrounding Canada - the Arctic, Pacific, and Atlantic. The first
expedition of the 3 ends at Tuktoyaktuk - a small Inuit village situated some 30miles along the coastline
of the Beaufort Sea in the Arctic Ocean – a journey of some 4,000km from the Columbia Glacier in the
Columbia Icefields. This glacier is the source of the Athabasca River, from which we shall join the Slave
River, and end our journey after the Mackenzie River.
We are undertaking this venture to explore the rugged beauty and unforgiving terrain of the
Canadian North, a journey which few people ever experience during their lifetimes. Canada is one of the
few countries in the world that offers the potential to travel through and cover vast distances of
wilderness North, East, South and West via canoe. Our explorations will also capture the Canadian spirit
of tradition and modernity. We shall travel by means of canoe – the traditional method - used for
thousands of years to navigate the waterways, whilst utilising modern equipment. Few methods of
travel engage a person so intimately with their environment as does a canoe journey along rivers and
across lakes. This method is so unobtrusive to the natural surroundings that it allows a person to explore
more than just the physical attributes of nature.
The end goal of this expedition is to learn more of Canada, and to pass on what we have learnt
of this environment to others, whilst exploring the differing ecosystems encountered along the route.
We shall be chronicling our travels, and promoting our adventure through newspapers, radio stations,
the writing of a book, as well as providing snippets to outdoor travel/adventure magazines and online
forums. We also intend to record and document our journey visually, so as to try and cover the full
spectrum of media representation and publicity so as to gain as wide an audience as possible.
Thank you for taking the time to read this Media Kit and we hope you will consider sponsoring
our journey through the provision of assistance. In return for any sponsorship provided, we shall
promote your company through the documentation of our expedition engaging various media outlets.
Also, we are confident this plan will convince you that we are a sound investment, fully capable of
completing this expedition and worthy of support from your company.
Yours sincerely,
Ben Roche & Vicki Lefrançois
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DURATION/TIME-PLAN
OVERALL

Distance:

~4,000km (~2,300miles)

Duration:

4.5 months (~132days – 1 rest day per week)

Begin:

23rd April 2012

Projected End Date:

~2nd September 2012

Avg. Distance Per Day:

35km

Image provided by GoogleEarth
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Stage 1) The Glacial Source
Start:
Distance:
Duration:
Way-points:
End:

23rd April
~150km
7 days
Sunwapta Falls – Jasper
30th April

Stage 2) Athabasca River & Lake Athabasca
Start:
Distance:
Duration:
Way-points:
End:

~ 1st May
1,300km
~ 45days (6 rest)
Jasper – Fort Chipewyan
~ 14th June

Stage 3) Slave River & Great Slave Lake
Start:
Distance:
Duration:
Way-points:
End:

~15th June
780km
~25days (3 rest)
Fort Chipewyan – Fort Providence
~9th July

Stage 4) Mackenzie River & Beaufort Sea
Start:
Distance:
Duration:
Way-points:
End:

~10th July
1660km
~55days (7 rest)
Fort Providence – Tuktoyaktuk
~ 2nd September

Stage 5) Homeward Bound
Start:
Distance:
Duration:
Way-points:
Finish:

~3rd September
2,652km
~3 days
Tuktoyaktuk – Jasper
~5th September
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MARKETING INFORMATION
AUDIENCE PROFILE
GENDER
AGE GROUP
HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Masculine: 65%
Feminine: 35%
18-34: Main target
≤75 000

ETHNIC ORIGIN

Caucasian: 75%
Native: 10%
Filipino: 5%
Asian: 5%
Others: 5%

TYPE OF AUDIENCE

Consumers

MARKETS IMPACTED

Canada: 70%
- Western Canada: 90%
- East of Quebec: 10%
Northern Europe: 30%

TARGET GROUP

Outdoor Enthusiasts / Hobbyist

PROJECT PROFILE
PLANNING LEAD TIME
SCOPE OF PROJECT
SPONSORSHIP TYPE
PRODUCT EXCLUSIVITY
PRODUCT PLACEMENT/
PHOTO RIGHTS

BROADCAST

REACH

10 months
National
Individual
Open to negotiation
Open to negotiation
- Print (local and regional newspapers, national magazines)
- Radio (targets: Western Canada and East of Quebec)
- TV (Documentary)
- Internet (blogs & Website)
(See Promotional Strategy section below)
Potential maximum reach of ± 4 Million people:
- Print: ≈ 2 Million people
Newspapers: 800 000 people
Magazines: 1, 5 Million people
- Radio: ≈ 2 Million people
Western Canada (as per population of the towns in radio
stations area): ± 2 Million people
 Radio-Canada: Vancouver (possibility)
Radio-Canada: East Of Québec (Gaspésie): 80 000 people
 Partner’s Hometown: Matane, QC (15 000 people)
- Internet: To blog on 5 sites containing ≈ 20,000 members
- Own Website: www.paddlethewaters.org (word of mouth & ad)
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PROMOTIONAL STRATEGY
SUMMARY

Newspapers (Local as per towns encountered on the itinerary)
Announce our project in the local newspapers
Have coverage of the start of the expedition near departure date

PRE-EXPEDITION

Online Forums (North American and European)
Blog about the upcoming expedition
Our Website
Post regularly updates on our training, publication and other info about the
upcoming expedition
Radio Stations (Local / Regional / National as per towns encountered on the itinerary)
Near departure date, announce the upcoming expedition with itinerary
Have coverage of the start of the expedition
Promotional Event (Local: Jasper)
Just before departure, have a conference/special event open to media and public in
Jasper to launch the expedition

DURING EXPEDITION

Newspapers (Local as per towns encountered on the itinerary)
Have coverage of expedition during passage through town
Online Forums (North American and European)
Reference to our website for updates on the expedition
Our Website
Will be used for all updates in towns where internet access permits
Radio Stations (Local / Regional / National as per towns encountered on the itinerary)
Have stations follow progress
Announce passage through towns encountered
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Newspapers (Local as per towns encountered on the itinerary)
Coverage of arrival back in Jasper & publishing of expedition summary
Online Forums (North American and European)
Reference to website for a summary of the expedition
Link summary to future publications for full story & upcoming expeditions

POST-EXPEDITION

Our Website
Write a summary of the expedition
Announce future publications for full story & upcoming expeditions
Radio Stations (Local / Regional / National as per towns encountered on the itinerary)
Coverage of arrival back in Jasper
Overview of completed expedition
Announce upcoming publications, documentary, etc.
Magazines (Canadian National and Outdoor-specific)
Write summary accounts of the expedition, future publications & upcoming
adventures
Promotional event
Have a conference/presentation of our experience afterward
Book: Publish detailed account of the completed expedition
Documentary: Use footage taken during the expedition to create a documentary

It would be our pleasure to provide you with more details about the expedition as well as this
promotional strategy upon request.
Follow us at www.paddlethewaters.org for the most current updates on our
Source-To-Sea Expedition 2012.
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Paddle the Waters
Ben Roche

Vicki Lefrancois

Email: paddlethewaters@gmail.com
Website : paddlethewaters.org
Jasper, Canada

